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ASSET ALLOCATION
%

Equity & Property 49.2

Bond 27.8

Cash 21.2

Other 1.7

Total 100.0

UNDERLYING HOLDINGS
PSG Equity E

Centaur BCI Flexible C

Laurium Flexible Prescient B4

BCI Income Plus C

Coronation Strategic Income P

Prescient Income Provider A2

Sesfikile BCI Property B1

MORNINGSTAR EQUITY STYLE BOX
Portfolio Date: 30/09/2018
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Value Blend Growth

Market Cap %

Market Cap Giant 12.1

Market Cap Large 12.7

Market Cap Mid 36.3

Market Cap Small 21.0

Market Cap Micro 17.9

MONTHLY RETURNS %
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2017

2016

2015

-0.4 -0.7 -1.2 2.4 -1.3 0.0 0.0 2.3 -1.0

1.9 0.4 0.8 0.8 -0.4 -0.5 2.3 1.1 1.0 2.3 0.7 0.9

-1.9 1.4 4.0 1.1 1.0 -0.6 1.4 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.6 1.9

2.1 2.7 0.8 1.9 -0.8 -0.4 1.0 -0.8 -0.6 3.9 -0.3 -0.9
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The objective of this multi-asset portfolio is to provide investors with long-term capital 
growth. The portfolio aims to generate a return of CPI + 4% p.a. over any rolling 5-
year period and maintains a moderate to high risk profile as it may invest up to 60% in 
equities. The portfolio is compliant with Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. The 
portfolio is suitable for compulsory or post retirement savings.

PORTFOLIO DETAILS
Regulation 28 compliant

Benchmark

ASISA Sector

Weighted Average cost of funds**

Discretionary Management fee

Yes

CPI +4%

SA Multi Asset Medium Equity

0.77

0.20

INVESTMENT RETURNS
Time Period: 11/03/2014 to 30/09/2018
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RISK STATISTICS
Time Period: 01/12/2015 to 30/09/2018

Providence
Moderate

MA
Medium

Equity

All
Share
Index

Max Drawdown

# of Periods

Recovery # of Periods

% Positive Months

Best Quarter

Worst Quarter

Annualised Return

-2.70

2.00

2.00

67.65

4.43

-2.20

7.51

-4.34

4.00

5.00

64.71

4.50

-2.89

4.42

-6.29

4.00

5.00

52.94

8.91

-5.97

5.80

TRAILING RETURNS
YTD 1 YR 2 YR 3 YR 5 YR

Providence Moderate

SA CPI +4%

South African MA Medium Equity

0.11 4.15 7.25 8.33

7.13 9.13 9.04 9.41 9.55

2.05 3.86 4.92 5.38 6.67
*The ASISA sector is used as a comparative benchmark to outperform, whereas CPI+4% is the primary objective of the fund.

*Returns are simulated and based on the underlying funds at the initial weightings and are net of published asset manager fees. Returns greater than a year have been annualised.
**Please note: the average weighted cost of the underlying funds is merely an indication as the underlying fund fees may vary from one platform to another. The average weighted cost varies daily as the weightings of the funds vary. The 
weighted average cost shown is not the same as the Total Investment Charge (TIC). Where applicable, performance fees are included at benchmark. The abovementioned fees exclude Financial Advisor fees, platform fees and VAT.
©2018 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved. The Morningstar name and logo are registered trademarks of Morningstar, Inc. The information, data, analyses, and opinions contained herein (1) include the proprietary information of Morningstar 
Inc. and its subsidiaries, (2) may not be reproduced, disseminated or disclosed without our prior written approval, (3) do not constitute investment advice offered by Morningstar, (4) are provided solely for informational purposes and 
therefore are not an offer to buy or sell a security, and (5) are not warranted to be correct, complete, or accurate. Morningstar shall not be responsible for any trading decisions, damages, or other losses resulting from, or related to, this 
information, data, analyses, or opinions or their use. It is important to note that investments in securities involve risk and will not always be profitable. MIM does not guarantee that the results of its investment decisions or the objectives of 
the portfolio will be achieved. MIM does not guarantee that negative returns can or will be avoided in any of its portfolios. An investment made in a security may differ substantially from its historical performance and as a result, you may 
incur a loss. Past performance is not a guide to future returns.  Market data and statistical information has been obtained from various sources that we consider to be reliable. However, we make no representation as to, and accept no 
responsibility or liability whatsoever for, the accuracy or completeness of such information. The Morningstar Investment Management group comprises Morningstar Inc.’s registered entities worldwide, including South Africa. Morningstar 
Investment Management South Africa (Pty) Ltd is an authorised financial services provider (FSP 45679).



QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE

PROVIDENCE MODERATE

PORTFOLIO COMMENTARY

Providence Moderate Portfolio Update
The Portfolio delivered a healthy positive return for investors in the third quarter, despite a torrid time for local equity and property investors. Given this backdrop, 
we are pleased with the Portfolio’s 1.3% return for the quarter, which leaves its return at 4.2% over the past year. The Portfolio benefitted from broad asset class 
exposure, with offshore allocations as well as local bond and cash exposure adding nicely to performance. It is worth noting that while this return may be low in 
absolute terms, it is comfortably ahead of that of the JSE All Share Index which has returned 3.3% over the past year, highlighting how tough the investment 
landscape has been. The Portfolio continues to be managed with a dual focus on capital protection and capital growth over the long-term. 

Asset Allocation
The local economic environment remains challenging as evidenced by the South African economy slipping into a technical recession after two consecutive 
quarters of negative GDP growth in Q1 and Q2 2018. President Ramaphosa has done his utmost to encourage investment into the local economy, however, the 
country remains plagued by a lack of business confidence as well as the recent VAT and petrol price increases which have placed strain on the pocket of the 
South African consumer. Local bonds managed to eke out a positive return in the third quarter, even as developed market bond yields moving higher in response 
to interest rate increases in the U.S. Local risk assets struggled in the third quarter, driven by a combination of disappointing South African economic data as 
well as general negative sentiment towards emerging markets. Both local listed property and local equities ended the quarter in negative territory, detracting 
from overall portfolio performance. Global equities contributed to portfolio performance during the quarter, however, the extent of the positive contribution was 
region dependent, with the greatest contributions coming from U.S. and Japanese equities. Offshore exposures also received a strong tailwind from a weaker 
rand over the quarter, despite the volatile local currency managing to reverse some of these losses during the month of September. While local equities 
detracted from relative performance in line with other emerging markets, positive contributions from local cash, local bonds and global equities allowed the 
Portfolio to generate a positive return over the quarter. The Portfolio’s overweight allocation to local property detracted from performance.  We remain 
defensively positioned, with diverse asset allocation which we expect to generate inflation beating returns over the long term for investors.         

Fund Selection
Most of the managers in the Portfolio contributed to the positive returns for the quarter with the main contributions coming from PSG Equity and BCI Income 
Plus. The performance of BCI Income Plus was driven by high quality credit and cash allocations which protected capital well in a difficult quarter for local risk 
assets. 

PSG Equity delivered performance ahead of peers in the quarter. The fund's lack of exposure to local rand hedge equities (particularly Naspers) promoted 
outperformance relative to peers.   

Centaur BCI Flexible had a tough quarter, underperforming its peer group. The fund’s stock selection was the biggest detractor from performance. The fund had 
exposure to Naspers, MTN, Blue Label Telecoms and Woolworths, all of which had significant drawdowns over the quarter.  

There were no changes to the Portfolio in the third quarter of 2018.

Summary
We continue to apply a fundamentally-diversified approach that seeks to maximise reward for risk over the long term. Despite the market-driven setback, the 
Portfolio continues to perform within the expected risk/return and drawdown framework over the long term, with asset allocation and investment selection 
playing an important role for investors.

*Returns are simulated and based on the underlying funds at the initial weightings and are net of published asset manager fees. Returns greater than a year have been annualised.
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